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ABSTRACT 

 

An Analysis of Finland’s Foreign Policy and Helsinki Process: 

Implications and Applications on Northeast Asia and  

the Korean Peninsula 

 

CHANGHEE HAN 

Department of International Studies, MA International Cooperation 

Graduate School of International Studies 

Seoul National University 

 

The aim of this thesis is to analyse Finland’s foreign policy and to review 

the process and background of Helsinki Process, find out the reason for its 

policy orientation and for the success of Helsinki Process and attempt to 

apply it to the current situation of the Korean Peninsula. Also, it is to look 

into periodical change and its cause of foreign policy of Finland that played 

a significant role in the Helsinki Process and to deduce the implications and 

applications to the current and future diplomatic policy of the Republic of 

Korea. I deduced both South Korea and Finland are sandwiched in between 

great and regional powers and historically surrounding powerful nations, so 

these two countries had fought numerous great and small wars with invasion, 

interest and a desire of conquest by others. Finland adopted neutrality as a 

foreign policy towards the Soviet Union (Russia) and used it during the 

Cold War for national survival. So, I think we can find the significant 

implications of Finland’s neutrality policy on the Korean Peninsula that has 

similar circumstances where South Korea confronts China and the US 
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hegemony in the region. The aim of these neutrality policies is to overcome 

their disadvantageous geo-political location, to prevent security threat, and 

to avoid the aggression from the great powers. This means that South Korea 

can take a lesson from the Finland case and, also learning from the Helsinki 

Process. Finally, I highlight that South Korea should adopt the balanced 

bandwagoning neutrality culture to prevent another inter-Korean conflicts, 

hegemonic intervention and security dilemma, furthermore, to achieve 

permanent peace and risk-free Korean Peninsula in the future. To conclude, 

I would suggest a balanced bandwagoning neutrality policy for South Korea 

based on those lessons from Finland’s actual historical experience. 
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1. Introduction 

 Finland marked its first century of independence last year in 2017. 

This country once, was one of the provinces under Swedish occupation from 

the 12
th

 to the 19
th

 centuries, and an autonomous Grand Duchy of Soviet 

Union after 1809 until the 20th century. The Finnish finally gained its 

absolute independence in 1917. During the World War II, the Finns 

defended its independence through joint cooperation with Germany and 

resisted following invasions by the Soviet Union. However, this country had 

to endure strong influence from the Soviet Union during the Cold War 

period. Meanwhile, nowadays, Finland has transformed from a farm 

economy to a diversified modern industrial economy as in per capita income 

is among the highest in Western Europe and the world too (Ahn, 2017)
1
.  

 Now, Finland is considered as a modern welfare country that 

features high quality education, endorses promotion of equality, and 

implements a national social welfare policy as well as emphasizes eco-

friendly and well-being system. In this regard, I have wondered how this 

middle power country in Northern Europe finally survived against the 

everlasting containments of the Soviet Union, and worked as the pivotal 

                                           
1 Ahn, Sang-Wuk. “The change of Finnish Foreign Policy: Reducing its dependency on Russia”, 

Europe Study, Vol.35, No.4, 2017: 67-68. 
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nation of the Helsinki Process during the Cold War, and furthermore how it 

became today’s Finland. Therefore, for the research, I first asked myself 

questions as ‘how has Finnish foreign policy changed?’ and ‘what were the 

procedure and success factors of the Helsinki Process during the Cold War?’ 

Answering these questions is my ultimate purpose of the paper. 

 Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to review the process and 

background of Helsinki Process, find out the reason for the success and 

apply it to the current situation of the Korean Peninsula. Also, it is to look 

into periodical change and its cause of foreign policy of Finland that played 

a great role in Helsinki Process and to deduce the implications and 

applicability to current diplomatic policy of the Republic of Korea from the 

study (Kim, 2003
2
; 2009

3
).  

 Finland is a relatively small country when compared to other 

surrounding countries in Europe and has a small population of only about 5 

million. In general, security-related studies mostly majored on superpowers 

and paid little attention to such small countries. However, I would argue that 

these small countries survived from containment from superpowers to win 

independence and exist with autonomy, or conversely, in respect that their 

                                           

2 Kim, Jin Ho. “A Study on the Finland Neutrality and Its implications”. 15(1), 2003: 239-241. 

3 Kim, Jin Ho. “Finland Bandwagoning Neutrality”. Department of Political Science & Diplomacy, 

Jeju National University. 2009: 91-93. 
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movement has a strong influence on international politics and foreign policy 

today, we should shed new light on foreign policy of Finland since it has 

important implications for Korea at present. Above all, from a geopolitical 

point of view, both Korea and Finland are sandwiched in between world 

powers and historically surrounding powerful nations considered the two 

countries as the geopolitically strategic point, so both countries had fought 

numerous great and small wars with invasion, interest and a desire of 

conquest. Especially Russia had the perception that Finland is a bridgehead 

for Germany and thus strived to include Finland under their influence. This 

can be understood in the same context with the history that Japan colonized 

the Korean Peninsula to confront Russia and contain China as well as 

invaded for the unceasing advance to the continent.  

 Finland adopted neutrality as a foreign policy based on a trust 

relationship with the Soviet Union in the process of fighting two World 

Wars and seeking for national survival and under stable international 

relations, they have settled as Finland is now. As a middle power state, in a 

sense, neutrality policy of Finland can be one of many measures to cope 

with foreign threat yet it is highly worthy of study in that they combined 
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bandwagon and neutrality (Kim, 2009)
4
. Therefore, in order to understand 

this, we need to understand relations between Finland and Russia, and study 

how foreign policy evolved. In that way, I think we can find the significant 

implications of Finland’s neutrality policy for the Korean Peninsula that has 

similar circumstances, and if so, I would like to make some suggestions on 

how we should apply it to implement foreign policy. 

 For the thesis flow, firstly, I will refer to past studies through 

literature review and quote a necessary part. Especially, I will introduce the 

paradigm about the foreign policy of small and middle powers and apply it 

to the case of South Korea and Finland. And then I will discuss the country 

of Finland, evaluation of foreign policy in each period, relations with 

surrounding countries, as well as Helsinki Process, and finally move on to 

the case of Korean Peninsula and South Korea to make suggestions. 

 

2. Research Design 

2.1. Research Purpose and Necessity of Study 

 The topic of this dissertation is set to study the success of the 

Helsinki Process, and its success factors as well as Finland’s foreign policy 

                                           

4 Kim, Jin Ho. “Finland Bandwagoning Neutrality”. Department of Political Science & Diplomacy, 

Jeju National University. 2009: 99-100. 
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throughout the history. My clear research question is that ‘What are the 

implications and applications of the Helsinki Process and Finnish Foreign 

Policy toward Northeast Asia and the Korean Peninsula?’ 

 As can be known, in Northeast Asian region, a rise of China against 

the United States is always an alarming issue for security and diplomacy in 

neighbouring countries. Especially, South Korea has confronted on how to 

adapt to both China and the US respectively without making the mistakes, 

and how to achieve permanent peace in the Korean Peninsula within its 

foreign relationships with both great powers. Likewise, Finland and the 

Soviet Union can be compared with this East Asian circumstance, and this 

thesis will seek from the Finland’s historical experience and get lessons for 

South Korea as we could learn from how Finland tackled the security issue 

with Russia’s existence under mutual confidence throughout history 

(Kivimäki, 2015)
5
. 

 Moreover, I believe that the Helsinki Process in Europe in the 1970s 

and 80s that contributed to peace and stability in Europe during the Cold 

war. It makes sense that the situation of two sides of Europe in the 1970s 

and 1980s and the circumstances on the Korean Peninsula are not exactly 

                                           

5 Kivimäki, T. “Finlandization and the peaceful development of China”. The Chinese Journal of 

International Politics, 8(2) 2015: 139-166. 
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the same conditions, nor are they following as they are. However, there has 

been some common ground in the fact that Finland’s case and the Korean 

Peninsula both have political, military and social opponents in the areas. It 

can be said that it could find a persuasive meaning and reasonable 

implications in a way that coincides with the rapidly changing mood of 

peace in Northeast Asia in these days (Kim, 2003
6
; Kim and Kang, 2007

7
). 

Therefore, with studying its foreign policy that has changed flexibly with 

changes in international relations, I would like to make some suggestions on 

the direction of foreign policy in Korean foreign policy. 

 Accordingly, with looking at some reviews on literature, it will 

examine the foreign policy paradigm of middle powers such as Finland and 

South Korea. It is clear to say that South Korea is a middle power country 

even with the situation in the area where it is changing and developing 

around the US, China, Russia and Japan on the Korean Peninsula. 

Regarding this fact, South Korea was fighting against the great powers with 

military power, which is not only practically impossible, but also, a great 

deal of adventure and gambling required. Therefore, the emphasis of foreign 

policy in middle power countries such as Finland and South Korea should 

                                           

6 Kim, Jin Ho. “A Study on the Finland Neutrality and Its implications”. 15(1), 2003: 258-261. 

7 Kim Jin Ho and Kang Byeong Chul. “The Politics of Sweden and Finland's Neutralization”. The 

Political Dynamics of International-Regional- Domestic Relations. 2007: 81-82. 
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be placed on non-military method as diplomacy and foreign policy (Kim, 

2003)
8
. Then after, this thesis will elaborate Finnish foreign policy by period 

after a brief recap of Finland as the country itself. The foreign relations with 

neighbouring countries will be dealt with in the middle part and we will 

study Finland’s foreign policy during the Cold War and the post Cold war 

period. From there, it will be presented by extracting the points that have 

proper implications or that can be applied to South Korea’s foreign policy. 

Lastly, by recently holding a South-North Korea, or an inter-Korean summit 

meeting on April 27, 2018, this essay will be examining about the rapidly 

changing political and security order in Northeast Asia and reach a 

conclusion by associating its meaning with this research. 

 

2.2. Literature Review and Conceptual Framework 

 At diplomatic strategy level of small and middle power countries 

(as second-tier states) whose neighbouring countries are powerful nations, 

analysis of Finland’s foreign policy has great implications for South Korea. 

George H. Quester (1990)
9
 argued that just after the end of the Cold War in 

1989 the way of Finlandization (as in Finnish way for national survival), 

                                           

8 Kim, Jin Ho. “A Study on the Finland Neutrality and Its implications”. 15(1), 2003: 241-243. 

9 Quester, G. H. “Finlandization as a Problem or an Opportunity?”. The ANNALS of the American 

Academy of Political and Social Science, 512(1) 1990: 34-45. 
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mirrored from the Western world, had been portrayed in a negative light, 

and explained that the style of resolving international order issues through 

Finlandization can be applied to other regions beyond Europe. The work of 

T. Kivimaki (2015)
10

, Robert Kaplan (2014) and Bruce Gilley (2010) also 

studied whether the stability of international order brought from neutrality 

policy of Finland can be applied to different regions such as Northeast Asia 

and Southeast Asia (Ahn, 2017)
11

. Overall, this study is to suggest and apply 

to the foreign policy of the Republic of Korea by analysing the transition 

process of Finland’s diplomatic policy and problem-solving methods. 

Professor Kim, Jin-ho’s idea that Finland found the way of national survival, 

pursuing the neutral foreign policy based on the confidence with the Russia. 

It means Finland’s neutral policy was the best component for dealing with 

external threats for survival (Kim, 2003
12

; 2009
13

). 

 Ahn (2017)
14

 stated that in his paper, Finland’s neutrality policy 

allowed Finland to take an economic advantage by maintaining peace with 

                                           

10 Kivimäki, T. “Finlandization and the peaceful development of China”. The Chinese Journal of 

International Politics, 8(2) 2015: 139-166. 
11 Ahn, Sang-Wuk. “The change of Finnish Foreign Policy: Reducing its dependency on Russia”, 

Europe Study, Vol.35, No.4, 2017: 68-70. 

12 Kim, Jin Ho. “A Study on the Finland Neutrality and Its implications”. 15(1), 2003: 239-240. 

13 Kim, Jin Ho. “Finland Bandwagoning Neutrality”. Department of Political Science & Diplomacy, 

Jeju National University. 2009: 91-93. 
14 Ahn, Sang-Wuk. “The change of Finnish Foreign Policy: Reducing its dependency on Russia”, 

Europe Study, Vol.35, No.4, 2017: 82-84. 
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the Soviet Union. Also, in accordance with the changes in international 

relations, Finland changed its foreign policy flexibly. He argued that further 

research on the evolution of Finnish foreign policy is need in order to apply 

the Finnish model to other dispute areas namely, Northeast Asia, especially, 

in the Korean Peninsula. Regarding a paradigm of foreign policy by middle 

power states through literature review, I studied the options that small and 

middle powers can take for the national existence and for achieving security. 

To put it simply, emerging power in a region cannot help leading to 

reorganization of regional order. It is because emerging powerful nation in a 

region utilizes own national power to have causes to change regional order 

intentionally. Marginal state, especially small and weak nation has no choice 

but to implement foreign policy considering superpowers under these 

circumstances (Jo, 2009
15

). Particularly, the circumstance of Finland that 

needs to make a choice between the Western society of the European Union 

and Russia is similar to that of Korea that needs to choose between the 

United States and China, deeply involved in regional order of East Asia. In 

this situation, there are not many options that middle power can take. In 

order to respond to threats and pressure from superpowers, they can also 

                                           

15 Jo, Dong-Joon. “Second-Tier States' Response to Security Threat”. Department of International 

Relations, University of Seoul. 2009: 9-28. 
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seek balance of power or bandwagon, or maintain neutrality without getting 

involved in both sides (Jo, 2009
16

; Kim, 2009
17

). 

 

[Figure 1. Foreign policy options for Small/Middle powers (Jo, 2009)
18

] 

  

According to Jo’s paradigm of foreign policy options for small and 

middle power countries, small and middle powers first decide whether to 

                                           

16 Ibid. 

17 Kim, Jin Ho. “Finland Bandwagoning Neutrality”. Department of Political Science & Diplomacy, 

Jeju National University. 2009: 91-93. 
18 Jo, Dong-Joon. “Second-Tier States' Response to Security Threat”. Department of International 

Relations, University of Seoul. 2009: 20. 
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respond to security threats from superpowers (Option 1 in the picture). If 

they give up on response to security threats, they may attempt policy such as 

hiding/neutrality/isolation to reduce the contact itself with threatening states. 

If they decide to respond to security threats, they may choose whether to 

accommodate demands from threatening states (Option 2 in the picture).  

 Those who accommodate demands from threatening states to 

countervail the threats in the short run may opt for appeasement. Those who 

provide necessary functions for threatening countries to reduce the security 

threats from them may choose a specialization. Those who are protected by 

threatening countries and align with them may choose bandwagoning. If 

middle powers do not accommodate the demands from threatening states, 

they may choose either balance of power checking security threats, embrace 

or transcendence (Option 3 in the picture).  

 Those who choose engagement policy may attempt continuous 

mutual interaction with threatening states. Mutual interactions such as 

economic exchange, personal exchange, academic exchange or corporation 

in international organizations maintain contact with threatening states to 

stop realization of security threats from them (Option 4a in the picture). It 

seems engagement policy takes a relatively conformist attitude towards 

threatening states, but it still involves conflict relationship in that it tries to 
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control or change threatening state in a non-violent manner. Transcendence 

seems to be similar to engagement policy using the system in terms of 

reducing security threats by using international organizations or norms.  

 However, one big difference is that it corporate with the third agents 

targeting threatening states rather than interacting with them. The example 

for engagement policy through the system was the Six-Party Talks, the way 

South Korea interacts with North Korea by including them in the process of 

resolving the current North Korean nuclear issue. On the other hand, South 

Korea’s effort to control North Korea by strengthening the Nuclear Non-

Proliferation Treaty or NPT Rules while excluding them exemplifies 

transcendence policy. If the balance of power is chosen, it is divided into 

internal balancing such as utilizing domestic resources, new politics, 

imitating military techniques or seeking innovation, and external balancing 

that seeks for outside help. Balance of power can be subdivided into hard 

balancing and soft balancing (Option 4b in the picture).  

 Hard balancing is the policy to confront security threats with strong 

military build-up, internal mobilization and military alliance. On the other 

hand, soft balancing is the policy to stand against potential threatening state 

with limited military build-up, domestic mobilization, un-institutionalized 

cooperation and collaboration under the assumption that the difference of 
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national power, which is not recognized as security threat, is potential threat 

(Stephen and William, 2005
19

; Jo, 2009
20

). 

 More importantly, with applying this paradigm into Finland’s 

foreign policy, Professor Kim Jin Ho in his paper previously defined 

Finland’s foreign policy against the Soviet Union after World War II as 

“Bandwagoning Neutrality” as in combining Option 1 Neutrality with 

Option 3 Bandwagoning, and demonstrated that it started from the 

experience of Finland between two World Wars. Finland maintained friendly 

relations with Germany to cope with security threats from the Soviet Union 

between two World Wars. On the other hand, Finland’s hard external 

balancing against the Soviet Union led to a war through World War II. The 

policy of Finland, which received assistance from Germany to check the 

Soviet Union, comes under hard external balancing. At the time, foreign 

condition was the competition between Germany and the Soviet Union 

while domestic condition was the limit of domestic economic competence 

and antipathy toward Russia (Kim and Kang, 2007
21

; Kim, 2009
22

).   

                                           

19 Stephen G. Brooks and William C. Wohlforth, “Hard Times for Soft Balancing”, International 

Security 30-1, 2005:78~79. 

20 Jo, Dong-Joon. “Second-Tier States' Response to Security Threat”. Department of International 

Relations, University of Seoul. 2009: 21-23. 
21 Kim Jin Ho and Kang Byeong Chul. “The Politics of Sweden and Finland's Neutralization”. The 

Political Dynamics of International-Regional- Domestic Relations. 2007: 54. 
22 Kim, Jin Ho. “Finland Bandwagoning Neutrality”. Department of Political Science & Diplomacy, 
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 After World War II, Finland was unable to obtain any outside help 

to contain security threats from the Soviet Union and impassable differences 

in national power were given as preconditions. Psychologically, Finland 

wanted neutrality to keep distance from the Soviet Union, but they 

combined neutrality and bandwagoning by agreeing to rely on Soviet 

military power in case of emergency. Under the circumstances that Finland 

could not fulfil the conditions to counter the threats posed by the Soviet 

Union, they were obliged to choose Bandwagoning to evade security threats 

from the Soviet beyond the level of appeasement that accommodates the 

demands from the Soviet during the Cold War period. However, a deep-

rooted anti-Russian sentiment and pro-Western experience are the basis for 

the neutrality of Finland after the Cold War. Combination of bandwagoning 

and neutrality, which are not easily compatible with each other, remains as 

not only a big burden but the best component in Finland’s foreign policy so 

far (Jo, 2009
23

; Kim, 2003
24

). 

 Therefore, what I want to emphasize here is the Finnish 

bandwagoning neutrality policy option. In particular, if you apply option 3a 

to the situation in Korea, we can explain that why South Korea needs to 

                                                                                                           

Jeju National University. 2009: 102-103. 
23 Jo, Dong-Joon. “Second-Tier States' Response to Security Threat”. Department of International 

Relations, University of Seoul. 2009: 26-28. 
24 Kim, Jin Ho. “A Study on the Finland Neutrality and Its implications”. 15(1), 2003: 257-259. 
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bandwagon with China instead of fearing China’s economic growth and 

military development. South Korea’s foreign policy direction toward China 

is as much about interests as they are about material power because South 

Korea considers much more economic opportunity than military and 

security threat associated with China’s rise against the US hegemony. 

Moreover, South Korea evaluates China’s regional growth as not directly 

security threatening (Kang, 2009)
25

.  

 Eventually, in small and middle countries like Finland and South 

Korea, it can be deduced that the most significant distinction is between 

strategies that stand for more or less feared of a potential adversary. Simply 

speaking, countries may not balance but still be sceptical of another country, 

in which case, they may prefer to hedge. However, countries that do not fear 

a larger state do not hedge, even though they would not bandwagon. Those 

strategies may be called accommodation, which attempts to cooperate with 

counterparts. In case the countries pursue engagement with potential threat, 

they will neutrally bandwagoning with great powers like Finland has done 

(Kang, 2009)
26

.  

                                           

25 Kang, D. C. Between balancing and bandwagoning: South Korea's response to China. Journal of 

East Asian Studies, 9(1), 2009: 2. 

26 Ibid., 7-8. 
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[Figure 2. A Spectrum of Alignment Strategies (Kang, 2009)
27

] 

  

 So this phenomenon can be similar with circumstances in Northeast 

Asia, especially, Korea. “This is a diplomatic approach that relies on a 

geopolitical interpretation of realism, and which applies that approach to a 

relationship between power asymmetry and geographical proximity”, called 

Finlandization if needed to define (Kivimäki, 2015)
28

.  

 

3. Country Finland 

 As everyone knows, Finland is one of the Northern developed 

countries in Northern Europe, sharing national borders with Sweden, 

                                           

27 Ibid. 

28 Kivimäki, T. “Finlandization and the peaceful development of China”. The Chinese Journal of 

International Politics, 8(2) 2015: 142-143. 
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Norway and Russia now. It normally considered as a Nordic country and EU 

member state as well as one of the United Nations members. To 

economically explain, Finland ranked 7
th

 place in both 2010 and 2011 in the 

Global Competitiveness Assessment at the World Economic Forum in 

Geneva, and also, the International Institute for Management Development 

in Lausanne ranked 15
th

 place as of 2011 (Kim, 2009
29

). In terms of Finnish 

economic performance, it is important to know that “Finland is a highly 

industrialized country among the world and it has largely free-market 

economy so trade is important with exports accounting for over one-third of 

GDP in recent years”. Also, this country has been competitive in 

manufacturing in the wood, metals, engineering, telecommunications, and 

electronics industries. Plus, Finland excels in export of technology as well 

as promotion of start-ups in the information and communications technology, 

gaming, clean-tech, and biotechnology sectors. “It has been one of the best 

performing economies within the EU and furthermore, in the world” (CIA 

World Fact Book, 2018)
30

. 

 The history of Finland can fall into three main chapters: “the 

                                           

29 Kim, Jin Ho. “Finland Bandwagoning Neutrality”. Department of Political Science & Diplomacy, 

Jeju National University. 2009: 91. 
30 CIA Finland Country Profile https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-

factbook/index.html (accessed on 7 April 2018). 
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Swedish occupation period before 1809, the Russian (Soviet) influence 

period from 1809 to 1917, and the independent phase from 1917 to the 

present day”. First, as a consequence of Swedish domination, the Swedish 

legal and social systems took root in Finland. When Sweden lost its position 

as a great power in the early 18th century, Russian pressure on Finland 

increased, and Russia finally conquered Finland in the 1808-1809 war with 

Sweden. Finland was jointed to Russia and became an autonomous Grand 

Duchy until the end of 1917. On 6 December, 1917, Finnish Parliament 

approved the declaration of independence drawn up by the Senate. 

  Subsequently, there were trials after the independence. Many things 

were lost from the civil war between Bolshevik Socialism force (Reds) and 

the conservative force supported by Germany (Whites) as the conservatives 

won the victory. They had Winter War (1939-1940), which was pre-emptive 

attack from the Soviet Union fearing Germany’s preoccupancy, 

Continuation War (1940-1944) that entered war against the Soviet Union 

under the pressure of Nazi Germany and Lapland War (1944-1945), a war in 

Germany and the northernmost territory of Finland. Fighting those three 

wars was the greatest trial in Finland’s history, which had not been 

reorganized just after its independence. 

 Since then, “Finland’s foreign and security policy aims at retaining 
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its independence and the democratic core values of society and promoting 

the well-being and security of its citizens”. As one of EU member states and 

a part of the international community like UN, Finland has exercised foreign 

policy to secure its national interests and endeavours to contribute to 

international peace. It can be said that “Finnish diplomatic policy is based 

on good bilateral and international relations, a strong role in the EU's 

Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), effective multilateral 

cooperation and credible national defence, active participation on UN 

missions and the world issues” (Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland, 

2018)
31

. 

 

 

Overview of Finland’s history until joining European Union 

(BBC, 2018)
32

 

1809: “Finland is ceded to Russia by Sweden, which has dominated the 

country since the 1300s. The Finnish retain a considerable amount of 

autonomy”. 

                                           

31 Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland, “Foreign Policy and Security Policy” https://um.fi/foreign-

policy-and-security-policy (accessed on 5 April 2018) 
32 BBC, Finland Country Profile, https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-17288360 (accessed on 

3 April 2018) 

https://um.fi/foreign-policy-and-security-policy
https://um.fi/foreign-policy-and-security-policy
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-17288360
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1899 onwards: “Attempt at Russification of Finland, including conscription 

of Finnish men into the Russian army and the imposition of Russian as an 

official language. Campaign of civil disobedience begins”. 

1906: “Parliament Act establishes universal suffrage, including the right for 

women to stand for elected office, for the first time in Europe”. 

1917: “The Russian Revolution allows Finland to declare its independence”. 

1918: “Civil war. A rebellion by leftwing Red Guards is put down by 

General Carl Gustaf Emil Mannerheim”. 

1939: “Winter War- Despite fierce resistance to invading Soviet Union 

troops, the Finland is forced to concede 10% of their territory”. 

1941-44: “The Continuation War- Conflict between Finland and the Soviet 

Union during the Second World War, which ended in an armistice and 

Finland having to pay reparations”. 

1948: “Finland signs friendship treaty with the Soviet Union and throughout 

Cold War pursues a policy of friendly neutrality towards Moscow”. 

1992: “Friendship treaty with Soviet Union of 1948 declared null and void 

following the collapse of the Soviet Union. Finland turns increasingly 

towards the west”. 

1995: “Finland finally joins the European Union as a member state”. 
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4. Analysis of National Survival Strategy of Finland 

4.1. Geopolitical location of Finland and Economic Dependence  

 Finland, surrounded by the powerful nations, is destined to have a 

security risk. Its neighbouring countries are Russia with 26 times population 

(the former Soviet Union), Sweden with 1.8 times population and Germany 

with 15 times population. Finland is a relatively small country when 

compared to these surrounding countries and has a small population of only 

about 5 million now. 

 As can be seen on the picture above, geopolitically, Finland has 

been sandwiched in between regional powers and historically surrounding 

powerful nations considered Finland country itself as the geopolitically and 

militarily strategic point for neighbouring countries, so Finland had fought 

numerous great and small wars with invasion, other countries’ interests and 

a desire of conquest. Especially Russia had the perception that Finland is a 

bridgehead for Germany and to some extent, the buffer zone between the 

East and the West, thus strived to include Finland under their influence. 

Consequently, it has had a misfortunate history with cruel fate of being 

adjacent to powerful nations. Namely, it was subject to Sweden for 650 

years until the beginning of the 19
th

 century and spent dark history for 108 

years (1809-1917) as autonomous Grand Duchy of Russian Empire and 
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achieved independence during the World War I in 1917 (Russian Revolution 

system transition period) reaching up to the present. 

   Plus, as a result of such wars (Winter War, Continuation War and 

Lapland War from 1939 to 1945), Finland paid the full war reparations 

(accounts for $300 million), which was a staggering amount of money at the 

time, against the Soviet Union as a defeated nation. At the same time, they 

took their own line pursuing revival through own efforts while refusing to 

receive a benefit from the US-led European Recovery Program or ERP 

Marshall Plan. They simultaneously evaded communization by strongly 

resisting a superpower Soviet Union, and even the Former Russian leader 

Stalin failed to realize the goal of communization saying that Finland is not 

a country to treat with contempt.  

 Payment of war reparations to the Soviet Union led to an increase in 

economic dependence on the Soviet Union, and by the 1980s, export 

dependence towards the Soviet reached up to 30%. Although they enjoyed 

special demand for Moscow Olympics in 1980, they were hit by western 

economic sanctions against the Soviet, and after the collapse of the Soviet 

Union in 1991 they sustained great economic damage due to the loss of 

huge market. The proportion of exports to Russia plunged to 3% and the 

unemployment rate reached 20% at that time. Thus, Finland joined the EU 
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in 1995 to be included in Western European economies and attempted 

economic recovery. However, they were hit again by Russian economic 

crisis (moratorium) in 1998, and in the 2000s each Russian economic crisis 

like drop in international oil prices also dealt a blow to Finland’s economy 

at the same time. In particular, the annexation of Crimean Peninsula in 2014 

and economic sanction against Russia due to Ukrainian Crisis, Finland 

suffered heavy economic blow. That is, Finland’s economy was heavily 

subordinated to Russia for a long time. 

 

4.2. Finland’s Foreign Policy and Helsinki Process 

4.2.1. Finlandization 

 Finland’s foreign policy has many aspects, and one of them was 

coexistence strategy of Pro-Soviet neutrality. In other words, it says to get 

along with neighbouring superpower Soviet Union without struggle. This 

was called ‘Finlandization’. It was Finland’s policy line to maintain close 

economic cooperative relations and externally maintain neutral basis to 

military and politically not posing any opposition to Soviet’s foreign policy. 

Finland itself claims that Finlandization is a policy of adaptation or 

appeasement based on thorough pragmatism. In the West, however, it was 

criticized as an implicit submission to the Soviet Union and coerced 
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neutrality (Kim 2003
33

; 2009
34

; Forsberg and Pesu, 2016
35

).   

 The definition of Finlandization according to Collins Dictionary is 

maintaining the sovereignty of a small country (de-communized nation in 

Europe during the Cold War era, namely Finland) by a superpower, as the 

former Soviet Union, using conciliation or friendly foreign policy. Thus, it 

means this neutrality policy under Finlandization that the West does not 

engage Finland into NATO, the Soviet Union does not dominate Finland, 

and Finland acknowledged the Soviet’s influence on domestic and foreign 

policy and maintains bandwagon and neutrality towards the Soviet Union 

that keeps non-alignment with the West (Kim, 2009
36

). So in the realm of 

current international politics, this term refers to the relations that a small and 

weak nation, geopolitically located adjacent to a powerful nation, maintains 

a friendly neutrality policy basis that absolutely follows the foreign policy 

of the powerful state to maintain the sovereignty and independence and that 

economic dependence increases (Jo, 2009
37

). The initiation of this strategy 

                                           

33 Kim, Jin Ho. “A Study on the Finland Neutrality and Its implications”. 15(1), 2003: 259-260. 

34 Kim, Jin Ho. “Finland Bandwagoning Neutrality”. Department of Political Science & Diplomacy, 

Jeju National University. 2009: 119-121. 
35 Forsberg, T., & Pesu, M. “The ‘Finlandisation’ of Finland: The Ideal Type, the Historical Model, 

and the Lessons Learnt”. Diplomacy & Statecraft, 27(3), 2016: 474-476. 
36 Kim, Jin Ho. “Finland Bandwagoning Neutrality”. Department of Political Science & Diplomacy, 

Jeju National University. 2009: 118-119. 
37 Jo, Dong-Joon. “Second-Tier States' Response to Security Threat”. Department of International 

Relations, University of Seoul. 2009: 16-17. 
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was from the fact that Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance 

Agreement was established between Finland and the Soviet to situate as 

Finland could be a neutral buffer state in 1948 (Kim, 2003
38

). 

 While the concept of Finlandization was often used to refer to a 

problem, the possible intimidation of Western democracies by Soviet 

military power, it may suggest some positive possibilities for the Baltic 

republics and other countries. Finlandization actually offered of military and 

other resistance to foreign pressure, of concessions and withdrawals, and of 

delicate balances, involving all the Scandinavian countries (Quester, 1990
39

; 

Forsberg and Pesu, 2016
40

). 

 

4.2.2. Helsinki Process and Finland’s foreign policy during the 

Cold War 

 After two World Wars, Finland signed the Mutual Aid and 

Cooperation Friendship Treaty with the Soviet Union in 1948. This treaty 

includes the provision that Finland may request assistance from the Soviet 

Union if it is invaded by another country and that it does not provide its own 

                                           

38 Kim, Jin Ho. “A Study on the Finland Neutrality and Its implications”. 15(1), 2003: 257-259. 

39 Quester, G. H. “Finlandization as a Problem or an Opportunity?”. The ANNALS of the American 

Academy of Political and Social Science, 512(1) 1990: 34-45. 
40 Forsberg, T., & Pesu, M. “The ‘Finlandisation’ of Finland: The Ideal Type, the Historical Model, 

and the Lessons Learnt”. Diplomacy & Statecraft, 27(3), 2016: 473-495. 
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territory to any country that threatens the Soviet Union. This means that 

Finnish government recognized the Soviet’s influence on Finland and some 

role that they take (Ahn, 2017)
41

. 

 During the Cold War period, Finland’s foreign policy was, in short, 

pro-Soviet neutrality policy. It was the best measures to ingratiate with the 

Soviet Union due to the experience of having two wars with them. It was a 

very realistic policy for the existence of the nation as a small country 

considering the geopolitical aspect that it is located near the border area 

between the West and the East and the historical relationship of long 

domination and struggle from Sweden and the Soviet Union. It was 

important not to rely on either one of the camps of the East or the West, but 

to maintain national security through developing friendly relations with all 

nations, especially neighbouring countries, under thorough neutrality.  

 After President Paasikivi declared the policy transition during his 

term (1946-1956) that “territory of Finland would not be used as attack base 

towards the Soviet Union,” both President Kekkonen (1956-1982) and 

President Koivisto (1982-1994) maintained the same policy. They 

constantly strived to maintain a balance between the East and the West; 

                                           

41 Ahn, Sang-Wuk. “The change of Finnish Foreign Policy: Reducing its dependency on Russia”, 

Europe Study, Vol.35, No.4, 2017: 74-78. 
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while they joined western economic cooperation such as EFTA, GATT, 

OECD and EEA they also signed Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with the 

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe at the same time, and they maintained 

exchanges with the Eastern Europe Council for Mutual Economic 

Assistance (COMECON). In particular, they hosted Conference on Security 

and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) in 1975, thereby making a great 

contribution to the reconciliation and trust-building between the camps of 

East and West. This is the Helsinki Process as we know (Quester, 1990
42

; 

Forsberg and Pesu, 2016
43

). 

 Within the Helsinki Process, Organization for Security and 

Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) was established as a multilateral security 

cooperation system between the camps of East and West during the Cold 

War. In July 1975, in Helsinki, Finland, 35 European countries adopted 10 

items of ‘protocols on security assurance and cooperation of Europe’ and 

derived respecting the sovereignty, halting the use of force and threats, 

inviolability of territory, respecting human rights and cooperation among 

nations and it has great significance that it institutionalized the security 

system and regime. 

                                           

42 Quester, G. H. “Finlandization as a Problem or an Opportunity?”. The ANNALS of the American 

Academy of Political and Social Science, 512(1) 1990: 33. 
43 Forsberg, T., & Pesu, M. “The ‘Finlandisation’ of Finland: The Ideal Type, the Historical Model, 

and the Lessons Learnt”. Diplomacy & Statecraft, 27(3), 2016: 480. 
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The Accords' "Declaration on Principles Guiding Relations between 

Participating States" (also known as "The Decalogue") enumerated the 

following 10 points in the finalization of Helsinki Process: 

 

I. “Sovereign equality, respect for the rights inherent in the 

sovereignty” 

II. “Refraining from the threat or use of force” 

III. “Inviolability of frontiers” 

IV. “Territorial integrity of States” 

V. “Peaceful settlement of disputes” 

VI. “Non-intervention in internal affairs” 

VII. “Respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, including the 

freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief” 

VIII. “Equal rights and self-determination of peoples” 

IX. “Co-operation among States” 

X. “Fulfillment in good faith of obligations under international law” 

 

 In other words, in the field of politics/security studies, Helsinki 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sovereignty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sovereignty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frontier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Territorial_integrity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_rights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_to_self-determination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_law
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Process is often evaluated as political standstill that appeared from the 

relaxation of tensions between East and West (détente) in the 1970s to 

establish the everlasting peace and security in Europe, product of European 

territory maintenance or military confidence building model. Final Act of 

Helsinki adopted in 1975 is frequently introduced in international law as a 

typical case of peace treaty, but this paper will focus on the characteristics 

and the role of Helsinki Process in terms of dispute resolution. 

 In Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE, later 

OSCE) held in Helsinki, though non-aligned neutral states supported 

permanent organization, they could not reach an agreement due to 

opposition between two camps of the West and East. Instead, they first 

agreed to hold after action review in Beograd (1977-1978) to re-examine the 

implementation state of provisions decided in the Helsinki Declaration. 

Since then, after action review boards were also held in Madrid (1980-1983) 

and Vienna (1986-1989). The gathering of experts to address the issues of 

each of three task groups such as trust-building measure and human rights, 

as well as the after action review system is called Helsinki Process. Even 

during the period in the early 1980s that was called New Cold War, it served 

to maintain the least conversation between member nations. In Charter of 

Paris in November 1990, which declared the end of the Cold War and new 
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order in Europe, permanent organization of CSCE was decided so that 

formulation has been progressing as after action review boards (also re-titled 

as review conference) are held regularly once in every two years. The main 

contents of Charter of Paris are about human rights, democracy, and the rule 

of law, economic freedom and responsibility, friendly relations between 

participating countries, promoting security assurance, etc. Especially in this 

process, there is an evaluation that Finland’s preventive diplomacy of OSCE 

and principle of peaceful settlement of a conflict greatly contributed to the 

political reconstruction of newly independent states and Former Yugoslavia 

after the collapse of the former Soviet Union, and particularly Finland is 

actively engaging as presidency of OSCE in 2008 (Quester, 1990
44

). 

 According to Hong (2009)
45

, the international environment of the 

early 1970s, when the Helsinki Process began, is defined as détente. Several 

types of security regimes first began to appear during this period. After the 

Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962, a hotline was established on June 20, 1963, 

between the United States and the Soviet Union to ease tensions between 

the East and West. In the following year, three nations of the United State, 

Britain and the Soviet Union signed a limited treaty of banning nuclear 

                                           

44 Quester, G. H. “Finlandization as a Problem or an Opportunity?”. The ANNALS of the American 

Academy of Political and Social Science, 512(1) 1990: 36-38. 
45 Hong, Ki-Joon. “The Initial Conditions for the Helsinki Process: Their Implications for 

Multilateral Security Cooperation in Northeast Asia”. Vol.52. 2009: 40-41.  
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weapons test, and signed the first nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) in 

1968. It was enacted on March 5
th

 1970 as 97 nations joined and 47 

countries completed ratification. Under such background, UN-affiliated 

organization, IAEA (International Atomic Energy Administration) was 

installed in Vienna, Austria and an international verification regime was 

established. Also, in November 1969, the first negotiations between the 

United States and the Soviet Union on reducing nuclear arms began and in 

May 1972 SALT (Strategic Arms Limitation Talks) was signed, which 

marks the beginning of the armament Sanction Regime (Hong, 2009
46

).  

 Also, in this period a change began to occur in bi-polar system 

centered on the US and the Soviet Union. In other words, the influence of 

China, the third power, increased and the voice of European Union became 

stronger, new emerging nations aimed for nonaligned neutral line according 

to postcolonial trend so their existence in the international society was 

increasingly emphasized and the role of international organizations was 

strengthened (Hong, 2009
47

). Therefore, in this period, international 

environment was already be full of tension-ease and détente was there to 

proceed cooperative and willing to agree mutual assurance and conversation. 

                                           

46 Ibid., 41. 

47 Ibid., 40-41. 
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 Moreover, as going through the Cold War period, the camps of East 

and West caused arms race by achieving advancement in military 

technology of both qualitative and quantitative aspect regarding 

conventional and strategic weapons. As a result, it intensified the security 

dilemma in European security relations. This situation inversely raised the 

need for security cooperation between the two camps of the East and West, 

and as a result, it enabled the beginning of a conversation for Pan-European 

security cooperation. In other words, the advancement in military 

technology has both sides of stimulating arms race and increasing the need 

for multilateral security cooperation (Hong, 2009
48

). 

 In there, Finland led the opening of Finland in July and August 

1975, when the Treaty of Warsaw was proclaimed as a “Bukarest” by its 

allies in 1966, and this effort was evaluated for its ability to adjust peace 

from both East and West. The first stage meeting was held in Helsinki in 

July 1973, attended by foreign ministers from 36 major European countries, 

the US, and Canada, following the ministry preparatory meeting in Finland 

in November 1972. After the second level of working-level meetings in 

Geneva, Switzerland, and the CSCE (predecessor of OSCE) was launched at 

the Helsinki summit in 1975. Finally, Helsinki’s final protocol was adopted 

                                           

48 Ibid., 42-43.  
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as this was all a successful endeavours by Finland. The 4
th

 CSCE follow-up 

meeting and summit was held in Helsinki in 1992 step by step, ongoing 

efforts were made to develop the European security cooperation system. 

CSCE later became the OSCE, Finland, therefore, is not only a country 

where the principle of preventive diplomacy and peaceful resolution of 

disputes in the OSCE, but this is assessed to have contributed greatly to the 

political reconstruction of the newly independent state and the former 

Yugoslavia (Hong, 2009
49

). Thus, it can be considered as Finland’s Cold 

War experience often appears as a success; it preserved its democratic 

system, prospered economic-ally, and strengthened its regional and 

international status (Forsberg and Pesu, 2016
50

). 

 

4.2.3. Foreign policy of post-Cold War: Pro-Western policy 

Events such as the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the unification of 

Germany in 1990 and the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 led to a rapid 

development and significant change in the world situation. Finland’s foreign 

security policy, which had put a high priority on the stable and peaceful 

management of relations towards the Soviet, faced acute challenge and 

                                           

49 Hong, Ki-Joon. “The Initial Conditions for the Helsinki Process: Their Implications for 

Multilateral Security Cooperation in Northeast Asia”. Vol.52. 2009: 47-48. 
50 Forsberg, T., & Pesu, M. “The ‘Finlandisation’ of Finland: The Ideal Type, the Historical Model, 

and the Lessons Learnt”. Diplomacy & Statecraft, 27(3), 2016: 488-490. 
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began its full-scale efforts to restore its identity as a Western nation.  

Firstly, in 1992, they suspended the extension of the friendly 

cooperation/mutual support treaty, which had been signed with the Soviet 

Union since 1948. After they overcame the political and military restrictions 

imposed by the treaty during the Cold War era, they turned attention to the 

West and pushed ahead with joining the EU. In October 1994, they became 

the member of local political and economic community as they decided to 

join the EU with Sweden and Austria through the national referendum (Raik, 

2015)
51

. In 1999, they joined EMU (Economic and Monetary Union), 

adopted the euro currency in 2002 and served as EU presidency in the 

second half of the year 2006. This was the case that Finland, as an EU 

Member State and Nordic State, enhanced the security and status within the 

regional and international community by actively working and set the 

priority goal of foreign security policy as promoting the national interests in 

the era of globalization.  

In particular, in January 1992, the Finnish government redefined 

their existing neutral policy as military non-alliance and independent 

defence, and joined NATO Partnership for Peace (PfP) (not joining entire 

                                           

51 Raik, K. “Renaissance of realism, a new stage of Europeanization, or both? Estonia, Finland and 

EU foreign policy. Cooperation and conflict”, 50(4), 2015: 440-456. 
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NATO membership) in May 1994 to emphasize the importance of NATO in 

European security and to strengthen the partnership (Raik, 2015)
52

.   

 Finland also has adopted a foreign policy that recognizes the 

constructive contribution of US military commitments to NATO and Europe 

to European stability and security and the central role of NATO in its 

military crisis management area. With EU membership Finland “has taken 

its natural place as part of Western Europe to which it is bound by centuries 

of history”. 

After then, Finland continued and expanded the diplomacy of peace 

and human rights for Finland in the international stage such as the European 

Union and UN, and fulfilled the roles required from the changing times 

(Former Finnish President Martti Ahtisaari was awarded Nobel Peace Prize 

in 2008). In 2010, a new crisis broke out in European foreign security order 

as Russia intervened in Ukrainian crisis and annexed the Crimean Peninsula. 

The current president of Finland, Niinistö, has been playing an active role 

within the limit allowed by constitutional order such as negotiating talks 

with Russian President Putin and Ukrainian President Poroshenko at the 

request from the international community.  

It means that Finland excludes the traditional bilateral relations, has 

                                           

52 Ibid. 
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strong interests as a mediator in the universal values like democracy, human 

rights, constitutionalism or international society, and multilateral issues such 

as sustainable growth, environment or cooperation, and is taking steps 

towards exemplary middle power that maintains friendly relations with 

neighbouring countries such as Russia, Northern Europe and Baltic states as 

well as contributes to international peace and security.   

 Finland was the only EU country to border with Russia until the 

Baltic joined the EU in 2004 and by leading so the Northern Dimension 

Project with EU budget and supporting the development of Russia’s 

Northwest coast, and then this eased the sense of vigilance against Russia. 

Especially in relation to EU expansion, Finland has been in favour of 

expanding to Central Eastern Europe including Baltic countries. The 

expansion of the EU contributes to the growth of democracy in new member 

states, the promotion of rule by law and the reinforcement of the market 

economy.  

 On top of this, Finland stressed the need for EU enlargement to 

develop cooperative partners, to strengthen relationships with Russia and to 

contribute to stability and peace in Europe. Also, strengthening EU 

competitiveness is considered a top priority and actively participates in the 

European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP). Additionally, the EU is 
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showing a great interest in the EU-RUSSIA relational development and has 

pushed for a cooperative system with neighbouring countries such as 

Northern Dimension (Joenniemi, 2013
53

; Raik, 2015
54

). 

 In conclusion, Finland continued to have a friendly tendency in 

politics, diplomacy, military affairs with the Soviet Union also known as 

Russia, but also had good relations with the West which is the EU and the 

US. The economy follows a Western economic system that guarantees 

private property and free enterprise activity. Of course, the political system 

is liberal democracy in Finland. In this situation, Finland focused on 

convincing Soviet leaders above all that Finland would not be hostile to the 

Soviet Union. Simply speaking, Finland gave sustained trust to Soviet 

Union and Russia. Especially, the war credits were totally compensated by 

the Soviet Union, and the credibility of the war was further increased. Not 

participating in the Marshall Plan of the US was to avoid Soviet Union’s 

suspicion, and it was also helped by the Soviet Union. In 1954, the President 

of Finland Pashkivi was forced to attend a security conference to form the 

Soviet Union’s Eastern European Military alliance. Finnish neutral foreign 

                                           

53 Joenniemi, P. “Finland: a non-traditional peacemaker”. Canadian Foreign Policy Journal, 19(1), 
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policy is illuminated. Finnish will notify them that they will attend and then 

give a clue that they will only be present when all countries participate. As a 

result, Finland, which was conscious of the West, they did not go to 

Moscow after all countries were not participating. Another example is the 

position on the German issue. NATO allies insisted that West Germany was 

the only legitimate government, but the Soviet Union insisted that both 

governments should be recognized as representing Germany. Finland 

established a trade delegation on behalf of the embassy in East Germany and 

treated the East Germany on the same level with the West as the Soviet 

Union and established a Western attitude that it did not recognize East 

Germany as a state (Kim, 2003)
55

. 

 In conclusion, Finland has avoided just following a specific country 

for a long time in light of past experience, also tried to avoid fondly loving a 

good country, without being involved in the dispute of two neighbouring 

states with different interests. Developing economic relations without 

political inference, keeping a promise and building confidence, Finland has 

created a neutral policy of its own. In particular, fully democratic countries 

in Europe can harness Finland, which is trusted by the Soviet Union, As the 

Soviet Union and Finland have enabled critical cooperation with the West, 

                                           
55 Kim, Jin Ho. A Study on the Finland Neutrality and Its implications.15(1), 2003: 239-262. 
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Finland’s role and neutrality have been strengthened. Therefore, we can link 

Finland’s role with the success of the Helsinki Process that led to 

multilateral cooperation. This means that countries that have hostile 

relations can become independent, freedom, peace and coexistence at the 

moment when they gain mutual trust. So, this exquisite stance of Finland 

has great implications for our foreign policy.  

 In other words, having considered the Soviet Union, Finland joined 

the EU for economic reasons and preserving a democratic system and they 

endure the appeasement and pressure to enter NATO by flexible diplomacy. 

This is why South Korea maintains its military alliance with the US and 

maintains economic dependency with China.  

  

4.2.4. The present foreign policy stance 

Finland consolidates their position in international community for 

promoting international stability and security, supports international 

organizations like UN with broad base and as the EU member nation, they 

are committed to strengthening common foreign and security policy (CFSP) 

and the Atlantic relationship. In particular, they work actively to strengthen 

the domestic and foreign conduct capability, intervene in the relations 

between Russia and the EU, and contribute to development of Northern 
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Dimension policy of the EU. In addition, Finland is working for 

globalization by carrying forward Helsinki Process on Globalization and 

Democracy, strengthening cooperation to face the challenges posed by 

intensified interdependence among nations, sustainable growth and 

eradicating poverty of developing countries (Prime Minister Office of 

Finland
56

; Joenniemi, 2013
57

). 

 Also, Finland has clearly identified the UN as a major platform for 

action. With mediation turning into an integral part of Finnish foreign policy, 

Instead of merely aiming at the coining of a traditional role as a mediator 

tackling and engaging in the resolution of various conflicts, Finland has 

focused on efforts to improve the normative base of mediation as well as to 

strengthen the various structures underlying such endeavours. This has taken 

place on international, regional as well as local levels, although the central 

platforms have clearly consisted of the UN, the EU and cooperation among 

the Nordic countries. This is to say that Finland views itself very much as a 

facilitator of peace engaged in remedying various gaps still part of the 

international system of peace competition among the actors interested in 

mediation. Finland is a rather newcomer in the field and it is a non-

                                           

56 Prime Minister’s Office Finland, Publications, 2018, https://vnk.fi/en/publications (accessed on 3 

April 2018) 
57 Joenniemi, P. “Finland: a non-traditional peacemaker”. Canadian Foreign Policy Journal, 19(1), 

2013: 53-59. 
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traditional peace maker (Prime Minister Office of Finland
58

; Joenniemi, 

2013
59

)  

 In particular, the spirit of Helsinki, which contributed to the 

reconciliation of East and West, was inherited and developed. In order to 

implement Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) adopted at the United 

Nations Millennium Summit in 2000. The Helsinki Process on Globalization 

and democracy was adopted by the Finnish government by adopting an 

international forum on public disclosure, which was launched. Also, there 

are various entities like Western and underdeveloped governments, 

international organizations, economies, academia, civil society. It has the 

huge significance of seeking new ways to cooperate with globalization and 

pursuing action. Especially, there is ongoing discussion about NATO 

membership at the moment, and Finland still remained open to the 

possibility of joining NATO, but they do not need to pursue it immediately. 

Finland has been actively participating in NATO peace-led peacekeeping 

activities through the Partnership for Peace) because there is no immediate 

security threat to join NATO. Considering Russia, it is implementing a 

thoroughly pragmatic foreign policy to watch the development of NATO 
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even until now (Prime Minister Office of Finland
60

; Joenniemi, 2013
61

). 

 

4.2.5. Finnish relations with neighbouring countries 

Historically, Finland has always been sandwiched between the great 

powers, bordered by Russia to the east and by Germany between Baltic Sea 

to the south. Finland was deeply influenced by its neighboring country, 

Especially Russia, which had long been in hostile relations with Germany, 

tried to keep Finland under their influence because of old perception that 

Finland could be used as Germany’s bridgehead to invade Russia.  

 Finland initiated a Nordic network on peace mediation. Also, it puts 

priority on maintaining cooperation with neighboring countries such as 

Baltic Countries and Russia, considering stability in the region around the 

Northern Europe and Baltic Sea as a top priority for security policies. In 

particular, Finland supported the entry of Baltic countries into the EU in 

2004, and also tried to strengthen the EU-Russia relationship, including the 

development of the Northern Dimension program.  

 Nordic Cooperation is important thing to know that it was 

established in 1952 to promote the five Northern European Countries 
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(Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Iceland and Finland). It is a regional 

cooperative established to promote cooperation in politics, economy, trade, 

culture and the environment and security issues. Also, Nordic Council and 

Nordic Council of Ministers are regularly hosted (Joenniemi, 2013)
62

. Also, 

Council of the Baltic Sea States is a regional consultative body founded in 

1992 to reinforce cooperation among Baltic States, and discusses Baltic 

regional cooperation through regular summits and foreign minister’s 

meetings. Member states are Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Poland, Russia, 

Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Iceland, Germany and Finland. 

 It is also working to strengthen cooperation with Asia to strengthen 

investment and trade relations with China, Korea, Southeast Asia and India. 

In particular, it is the only Northern European city to operate direct flights 

with China, Japan, Korea, Thailand and India to become the gateway and 

logistics hub of Europe in its relations with Asia. Overall, Finland places 

equal importance on issues such as democracy, human rights, rule of law 

and globalization, response, sustainable growth, and environment of both 

levels. 

 It has refrained from expressing its position on sensitive issues as 

much as possible as the neutral state, remaining and strengthening relations 
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with the East and Russia and surrounding countries in response to the rapid 

economic rise of BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, and China). In addition, they 

faithfully follow the Middle East peace process and EU policy on reform in 

the Middle East. Regarding the war in Iraq, unilateral use of force without 

UN approval took the position of violating international law (Prime 

Minister’s office of Finland)
63

. 

 In conclusion, “when the military competition between two nuclear 

alliances came to an end, Finland quickly anchored itself to the West by 

joining the EU. A friendly relationship with the new Russia was retained via 

treaties on general cooperation and trade. With the EU’s recent enlargement 

to former Soviet bloc countries, the number of EU members with extensive 

political experience of Russia has multiplied” (Prime Minister’s office of 

Finland)
64

. Therefore, it can be regarded that Finland differs from others 

precisely in its historically rooted tendency to pragmatism. Unlike many 

central and Eastern European countries traumatized by communist period 

experiences, Finnish relationship with Russia and its neighbouring countries 

has always been based on realistic and practical interaction. This has been 

massively instrumental in making trust between the East and the West, and 
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gave Finland national survival as a neutral state. 

 

5. A Similarity with Situation of South Korea 

5.1. Geopolitical Location of Korea and Economic Dependence 

 South Korea has been sandwiched in between superpower (the US) 

and emerging powers (China), as well as historically surrounding powerful 

nations (Russia and Japan) considered the Korean Peninsula as the 

geopolitically strategic point, so Korea had fought numerous great and small 

wars with invasion, interest and a desire of conquest throughout history. The 

situation of the Republic of Korea that needs to consider the geopolitical 

factors of being surrounded by powerful nations and North Korea can be 

understood in the similar context of Finland. Along with Korea’s increasing 

economic dependence on China, conflicting interests between the United 

States and China are causing a conflicting choice for Korea. In particular, 

we have problems to overcome such as the North Korean nuclear issue, 

THADD deployment issue and security issue of East Asia region. Also, we 

have Russia, Japan that has many interests into Korea to be considered at 

the same time.   

 Korea’s economic dependence on the Chinese economy in five 

areas such as trade, direct investment, value-added, travel balance and 
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financial market, has been steadily deepening since 1990s. Side effects are 

also occurring, such as the possibility of political retaliation and the increase 

of uncertainty. The share of Korean exports to China surged from 3.5% in 

1992 to 26.1% in 2013. Likewise, Korea’s investment in China recorded 

$1.12 billion in 2015; it means economic dependence on China has been 

still rising and it will be increasing too in the future (Cheon, et al, 2014
65

). 

Also, the Korean manufacturing industry has increased imports of raw 

materials and heavy goods to China. Korea’s economic reliance on China is 

deepening across the economy, including an increase in value-added 

dependency, a rise in travel account surplus due to increased Chinese 

tourists, and a rise in the share of Chinese capital in the bond and stock 

markets. Overall, if China’s GDP falls 1%, Korea’s GDP is expected to fall 

to 0.37% (Kim, 2016
66

). Therefore, since China’s rapid rise, as its relations 

with the United States become complex, and as South Korea’s security 

alliance with the United States becomes strained, which means Korea faces 

the difficult question of how to maintain amicable relationships with both 
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the United States and China from then on (Chung, 2007
67

). 

 However, “in the case of Finland, the Soviet Union had long 

demonstrated its state strength in consecutive wars, so both nations knew 

the asymmetry of powers between them. But in the case of Northeast Asian 

region, China’s rise is a mere consequence of a less dramatic, more positive 

process of China’s economic and political strengthening. Nevertheless, 

Finland and South Korea both found themselves next to a great power” 

(Kivimäki, 2015)
68

.  

 

5.2. The Rise of China / Conflicting Interests with the United 

States 

 For example, under these circumstances, there was a controversy 

over the deployment of THAAD on the Korean Peninsula. China’s 

retaliation against the Korean economy had intensified. That is, there is a 

security-alliance with the US, and a strong economic reliance on China at 

the same time. In particular, there are concerns about economic sanctions in 

case of conflict of those national interests. In this case, China conducted the 

gradual creation of adverse public opinions and cancellation of low-level 
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exchanges (e.g. cancellation of local government, businesses, universities, 

etc.) as a retaliatory measure such as tariffs customs delays at the low level 

and market entry restrictions. If it becomes more severe, it will result in a 

gradual decrease in tourists, a delay in customs clearance, restrictions on 

trade, and a disadvantage in accessing the broadcast and contents market 

(Chung, 2007)
69

. Even more, North Korea really depends on China for 

security and economy.  

 Although South Korea has to go with China for peace on the 

Korean Peninsula, at the same time, we must consider the US. However, 

there is no policy that satisfies both countries as long as the US and China 

competes for supremacy in the region. If one side is satisfied, the other is 

dissatisfied. For example, the former President Park’s administration 

executed too excessive pro-Chinese policies, so the relationship with the US 

has collapsed. Therefore, it is about time to use lesson learnt from Finnish 

foreign policy as mentioned previously. 
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6. Implications and Applications 

6.1. Lessons from Finland’s Foreign Policy 

 To evaluate, under the Cold War regime of the time, Finnish Pro-

Soviet Neutrality could have been sufficiently the subject of ideological 

criticism by Western countries. However, from Finland’s perspective, the 

choice of a bandwagoning neutral policy was the best choice for Finland 

which has been invaded by many enemies throughout history. Finland might 

have thought that it could not guarantee national survival as well as a neutral 

policy by ignoring the existence of the powerful Soviet Union across the 

border (Kim, 2003
70

). Likewise, Professor Jakobson (1962)
71

 stated that 

Finland’s security policy is not “based on historical or cultural ties and 

affinities or shared values, but on an unsentimental calculation of the 

national interest”. I totally agree with his point. South Korea’s foreign 

policy should be based on an exact calculation of national interest, reflecting 

current situation of the Korean Peninsula, not based on sentimental matter, 

historical and cultural ties. 

 Finnish people believed that establishment of order with the Soviet 

Union based on the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual 
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Assistance would guarantee democracy of Finland. As for deteriorated 

relations with the Soviet Union, Finland maintained its the sovereignty 

relatively well in relations with the Soviet Union during the Cold War 

period when compared to Czechoslovakia's pro-democracy protest in 1968, 

which is referred to as "Prague Spring", that Czechoslovakia became more 

thoroughly a satellite country of the Soviet Union (Ahn, 2017)
72

. 

 Concerning relations with neighbouring countries, such fact has 

great implications for the Korean Peninsula, and it particularly became very 

important as the need for foreign neutrality policy between China and the 

United States arose in respect of the geopolitical location of South Korea. 

Especially, diplomatic neutrality policy of the Republic of Korea is very 

significant in between triangle-formation of China, North Korea and Russia 

and the triangle of South Korea, the United States and Japan. The goal of 

this strategy is not to satisfy all the countries, but is to maintain the 

relationship among those countries that does not deteriorate significantly. I 

reckoned that the current President Moon’s government operates a balanced 

diplomacy on every side, taking extra care not to be in conflict with any of 

US and China interests, furthermore, Japan, Russia and North Korea as well. 
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Sometimes, bandwagoning with certain country and occasionally being 

neutral on sensitive issues, keep connections between both the US and 

China, leading multilateral cooperation in the region. I want to call that, “A 

Balanced Bandwagoning Neutrality” 

 The aims of these neutrality policies are to overcome South Korea’s 

disadvantageous geopolitical location, to prevent proxy wars, tension-rising, 

security threat and to avoid the aggression from the great powers in the 

neighbouring countries. Now we see that the geopolitical position of the 

Korean Peninsula is similar to those of the neutral countries in Europe. That 

is, the Korean Peninsula has some conditions for becoming a neutral state in 

light of geopolitical situation and national strength. The Korean Peninsula is 

a central region where the national interests of four regional powers keenly 

intersect one another. It is ardently urged, therefore, that South Korea should 

adopt the neutrality culture of Finland to prevent another inter-Korean 

conflicts and hegemonic intervention from neighbouring countries, further, 

to achieve permanent peace and risk-free Korean Peninsula by itself.  

  To sum up, Finland’s this neutral policy provides us an important 

meaning for smaller and middle power countries’ foreign policy. The 

realistic view that the smaller countries’ foreign policies are subject to the 

conditions set by the powerful nations is dominant. However, In Finland, the 
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ride was not an unconditional bandwagoning, but a political consideration of 

the historical experience and the domestic and international situation. And it 

was a combination of the independent way of neutrality in the context of the 

interaction of the local system in which the county is located (Kim, 2009
73

). 

 Today, Finland has remained neutral but this neutrality has no 

longer been a bandwagoning and it has been replaced by a new neutral 

policy for middle countries. It is creating new policies by pushing for 

diplomacy through international cooperation, including EU, NATO and UN, 

with regional logic included. In this sense, Finland, pioneered economic 

prosperity by jumping on the bandwagon and neutral, and playing a huge 

role to make bridge between the East and the West after the Cold War period, 

and it is exploring new diplomatic channels in Europe and the World. Hence, 

Finland’s bandwagon neutrality was the way to survive so as to become 

today’s Finland. It was exactly pragmatic diplomacy and realization of 

national interest (Kim, 2003
74

). 

 However, as we could see that, there are also elements that make it 

difficult to apply the foreign policy of Finland directly to South Korea, 

security risk of choice in case of interests conflict between the United States 
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and China, rift between South Korea and China that arises from North 

Korean nuclear issue or THADD issue, and as a part of China’s execution of 

foreign policy towards neighbouring countries, it gives pressure on 

unfriendly nations, increased access to neutral nations and economic 

benefits to friendly nations, which becomes a dilemma for South Korea that 

has excessive economic dependence on China.  

High level of economic dependence on China despite the military 

alliance and a friendly relation with the United States is similar to the case 

of Finland. The level of Korea’s dependence on exports to China reached 26% 

(up to 31% if including Hong Kong), which is almost similar to the level of 

Finland’s past dependence on Russia. 1% drops in GDP growth of China by 

point leads to 0.6% drop in Korean economy. 

 However, the Republic of Korea should also make a choice. The 

keynote of choice should be the balance based on trust considering 

geopolitical distinctiveness. At this point of time when summit meeting 

between South Korea and North Korea was successfully held and the 

permanent peace is approaching, Korea should maintain friendly relations 

with China and must manage the economic dependence, looking at other 

options in Southeast Asia or India as potential economic partners. Also, in 

respect of economy, we should maintain economic equilibrium by 
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expanding weight to relations with the United States, Southeast Asia and 

Europe, keep mutual balance between Korea and China and build a 

diplomatic trust rather than reducing trade or investment towards China, and 

the US too.  

 Meanwhile, South Korea should encourage all nations in Northeast 

Asia to participate in security cooperation system with responsibilities 

through building a defensive security strategy rather than aggressive one, 

maintaining mutual trust, creating atmosphere of thaw with North Korea and 

holding Four-Party or Re-Six-Party talks on North Korean issues, so that 

South and North Korea should drive them to have confidence. By doing so 

South Korea will be able to control China and Russia, and prevent the one-

way movement of Japan and the United States. EU’s joining to this as a 

mediator can also be a good way.  

 In that way, South Korea will be able to build sustainable trust 

through security institutionalization of Northeast Asia region, monitor the 

security through UN or regional organizations, and build a local economic 

community and regional security cooperation. Also overlapping is not 

always good but overlapping of security regime and regional organizations 

to monitor those participating countries would be a good alternative for 

supervising public enemy in reality. That is, we can make full use of the 
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case of the establishment of Organization for Security and Cooperation in 

Europe (OSCE) through Helsinki Process in Finland as this process was 

seen as a significant step toward reducing Cold War tensions and as a major 

diplomatic boost for the Soviet Union at the time.  

 In addition, we acknowledge the existence of the superpower, the 

United States, and take the advantage of its presence to prepare an 

institutional foothold that can be applied to the unified Korea. Especially 

regarding the North Korean nuclear issue, it is necessary to create 

equilibrium of Northeast Asia region by reattempting to negotiate peace 

treaty between the North Korea and the United States through three nation 

(or may be with China too) conference with them. For example, by forming 

a regional community to interact with North Korea and to resume Kaesong 

Industrial Complex (KIC) under the US supervision, and then it can lead to 

the institutionalization of regional security regime by building trust.  

 Once again, back to Finnish exquisite foreign policy, as we know 

that Finland is an EU member state and a non NATO member state. 

However, the Finnish is participating as an observer in NATO and has great 

economic exchanges with the Soviet Union. Apart from the origins and 

national identity of Finnish foreign policy, I have found out that Finland has 

satisfied both sides with any logic, has not greatly reduced confidence, and 
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has maintained the survival of the country. Once again, from the pressure 

from Russia, domestically, Finland had to stick to liberal democracy, after 

the collapse of the Soviet Union, continuing to join the EU, Finland has 

overcome the pressure of many countries, by keeping their confidence and 

solidifying their position as a neutral nation, they do not buy big hate from 

both sides but rather act as mediators.  

 However, one challenge would occur to South Korea. How South 

Korea maintain the US-ROK relationship. We can see that the US has been 

the closest ally with South Korea throughout history, while South Korea 

must deal with China due to geographical proximity and China’s massive 

size. In fact, South Korea shows little signs of security fears regarding 

China, rather than North Korea. Even more, these days in the good mood 

with North Korea, the ambiences in Northeast Asia is rather peaceful than 1 

year ago after inter-Korea Summit and the US-North Korea Summit. Instead 

of fearing China’s rise, South Korea should bandwagon to China as 

admitting its place in Northeast Asia, so that Korea will obtain economic 

benefits from close ties with China while maintaining fair relations with the 

United States (Kang, 2009)
75

. 
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 Therefore, South Korea is not only balancing with China, but also 

bandwagonnig with them. The current President Moon’s government 

operates a balanced diplomacy on every side, taking extra care not to be in 

conflict with any of US and China interests, furthermore, Japan, Russia and 

North Korea as well. Occasionally, bandwagoning with certain country and 

occasionally being neutral on sensitive issues, keep connections between 

both the US and China, leading multilateral cooperation in the region.  

  

6.2. Lessons from the Helsinki Process 

 While the Helsinki Process is difficult to apply perfectly to 

Northeast Asia, why is it worth to illuminate this process to Korean situation? 

That is because there are obviously some aspects to suggest. First, in the 

long term, after the reunification of North and South Korea, or 

accomplishment of permanent peace in Korean peninsula, or after the 

sudden collapse of North Korea, South Korean stance is whether we should 

go with China or the US as the partner. Will Korea be able to apply the 

foreign policy that Finland acquired with the confidence of the Soviet Union, 

the trust of NATO and the one of the European Union? At present moment, 

relations with North Korea are all variables of foreign policy. Currently, 

there are things that our government can do in the good climate of inter-
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Korea. In particular, multilateral talks aimed at resolving the North Korean 

nuclear issue could be held to create a peace treaty or peace regime. This 

could be a way of bringing both China and the US and leading us to a great 

power.  

 Before this current peace wave of Korean Peninsula comes, 

regarding international environment for applying to South Korea, tension 

has built up in the international environment of Northeast Asia due to 

confrontation between North and South Korea regarding unceasing nuclear 

tests and local clashes by North Korea, territorial disputes between Korea 

and Japan over Dokdo Island, territorial conflict between China and Japan 

regarding Senkaku Islands (the Diaoyu Islands, as the Chinese call them) 

and the Kuril Islands dispute, also known as the Northern Territories 

disputes between Japan and Russia. Also, the beginning of a fight for 

superiority between the United States and China worsened the conflicting 

composition between countries in the region. The US Obama 

administration’s “pivot to Asia” grand strategy escalated the conflict with 

China, and it was stalled by being surrounded by superpowers. Northeast 

Asia is composed of the United States as a superpower, China emerging as a 

superpower, Japan and Russia as powerful nations, South Korea as middle 

power and North Korea as a nuclear power state. The United States, Japan 
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and South Korea maintain a military alliance and these three nations also 

maintain cooperative relations in policy towards North Korea. Therefore we 

found from the past situation that it is not easy to build multilateral security 

cooperation, considering various national interests from different countries 

and learned a lot from the failure of the Six-Party Talks on North Korea’s 

nuclear. 

 In fact, nuclear weapon itself is not always a threat because South 

Korea does not feel threatened by those nuclear power states such as the US, 

Britain, France, and Israel, India and Pakistan. The reason is that we are not 

at war with these countries and nor are they in a hostile relationship. If a 

normal and friendly state relationship exists, the presence of nuclear 

weapons does not create a threat. On the other hand, if an enemy country in 

a state of war develops or possesses nuclear weapons, it would be a serious 

threat, provoking security dilemma, this theory is based on Social 

Constructivism among international relations theories (Lee, 2018)
76

. 

 This is the case with North Korea, so the first step in 

denuclearization between rational actors is to end the hostile relationship 

with the state of war. It is to create a friendly state relationship with them. In 
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this regard, the permanent establishment of peace, diplomatic relations and 

trust are essential to the course of denuclearization. The latest inter Korea 

summit and expected the US and North Korea has made the matter very 

clear. 

 So, President Moon faces foreign policy challenges in de-escalating 

tensions with the North Korea and Moon’s conciliatory stance towards 

Pyongyang will reduce regional tensions, but could lead to greater 

disagreements with Washington, depending on how President Trump 

himself decides to handle North Korea. In the meantime, South Korea will 

also need to work to keep relations with China and Japan on an even keel. 

 Recently, the third North-South Korean summit 2018 held in the 

south side of Peace House Panmunjom. It has great implications of 

agreement on things such as reaching a peace agreement to end the war by 

law, normalization of diplomatic relations between North Korea and the 

United States, role of the US Armed Forces in Korea and drift of the South 

Korea-U.S. joint military exercise, confirmation of the boundary for non-

aggression on the sea between North and south Korea, organization and 

management of governing body to guarantee peace, transition from 

demilitarized zone (DMZ) to zone of peace and mutual reduction of 

armaments, thus moving toward a peaceful relationship after the long period 
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of a state of armistice since the Korean War. If then, the applicability of the 

Helsinki Process becomes greater. If four or Six-Party talks are held after 

the summit meeting between North Korea and the United States, we may 

move on to a risk-free era by recognizing North Korea as a regional partner 

and by institutionalizing the security regime as Finland did in the Helsinki 

Process. By doing so, undistinguished foreign policy of South Korea would 

be a great exemplary case for the future. 

 Likewise, in the same vein, it can be deduced that why Singapore 

was the best place for the US-North Korea summit last month. First, I think 

that Singapore has long maintained close ties with North Korea as well as 

close links to the US economically. Singapore has had diplomatic ties with 

Pyongyang for about 50 years, and had also trade relations. China and 

Singapore also have had long-lasting relationships and Beijing also 

preferred Singapore to a summit in Mongolia, Sweden, or Switzerland. Also, 

securing security for the summit is another issue for such summit. Singapore 

also possesses the required infrastructure and secures facilities to host high-

profile events. Singapore has shown many times in the past that it is 

perfectly capable of managing the details. Similarly, Finland had good 

relationships with both Soviet Union and the West at the time. The location 

was quite symbolic between two ideological blocs. So this neutral stance of 
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Finland was the key reason why the Process was named Helsinki Process 

and held in Helsinki, Finland. 

 

7. Conclusions 

 South Korea has been surrounded by great powers such as China, 

Russia, the US and Japan with North Korea, and a lesson learnt from 

Finland would be helpful to propose some direction and guide for South 

Korea to go ahead. 

 First, there are many differences between the success conditions of 

the Helsinki process and the institutionalization of the security community 

in Northeast Asia. The international environment that the Helsinki process 

was launched was where multilateral negotiations were possible, especially 

with the German issue being resolved. In the Korean Peninsula, the problem 

of North Korea, which was an obstacle in the past, is resolved step by step 

recently. China has been too strong regional player against the US, so that 

invisible hegemonic wars are still happening in Northeast Asia. However, as 

tension between North and South Korea on the Korean Peninsula has been 

eased, may be relations between the two Koreas were improved, it will give 

an impact on other countries, and tensions were eased by the South-North 

Korea summits and the US-North Korea summits. Therefore, South Korea’s 
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balanced neutral foreign policy would kindle the light on country by country 

so that will make peaceful regional environment to cooperate each other on 

security issues, willing to agree mutual assurance and conversation on 

sensitive issues such as military, security and foreign policies. 

 Secondly, the Helsinki Process was a procedure of negotiation 

between the East and the West, but the power structure of the Northeast 

Asian process is somewhat different. In particular, previously, South Korea 

did not have a balanced leadership between superpowers to drive the 

multilateral negotiations that resulted from the failure of the Six-Party Talks. 

However, current President Moon’s administration is currently active in the 

lead, and in relations with North Korea, and the US. Rather, China and 

Russia are trying to reach out to South Korea for fear of being excluded 

from the talks. Whether Four-Party talks, Six-Party talks, we need to engage 

North Korea. If North Korea declares compliance with international norms 

based on trust with South Korea, the realization of peace on the Korean 

Peninsula may surely be possible. Therefore, multilateral peace movement 

will be feasible in the near future. 

 Thirdly, the Helsinki Process sees the motivation to reduce 

economic burdens through relaxation of tension between the two sides as 

the inter-regional arms race acts as economic pressures. In Northeast Asia, 
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the arms race and security dilemma has been intensified with the two Koreas 

confronting each other, as the tensions continue. China and the US also need 

peace on the Korean Peninsula for their economic growth and advancement 

into East Asia. Meanwhile North Korea is also seeking to escape due to the 

worsening economic situation and protecting Kim’s regime. If all of this is 

right, the possibility of multilateral security cooperation in Northeast Asia 

will increase.  

 Fourthly, as seen in Finland’s foreign policy, the South Korea does 

not give up its economic relations with China, and security alliance with the 

US, but South Korea should remain neutral by balancing among states 

invisibly. South Korea should be balanced between China and the US 

situation by situation and Korea should lead the way in negotiating North 

Korea and the US as well as earning economic benefits from China. The 

government should take a pragmatic and realistic stance regardless of 

historical experience and cultural ties as well as regional relations, which 

also takes care of security and development. Ultimately, South Korea will 

have to implement foreign policy depends on the situation against 

neighbouring powerful nations like Finland has changed its foreign policy 

depends on the time and circumstances. If South Korea could deal with 
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North Korean issue by itself it leads active the US, China participation as 

they really do not want to be excluded on issue of the Korean Peninsula.  

 Fifthly, I reckoned that the current South Korean government 

operates a balanced foreign policy on every side which is not to completely 

satisfy all the countries, but is to maintain the relationship among those 

countries that does not deteriorate significantly. Occasionally, bandwagoing 

with certain country and being neutral on sensitive issues, keep connections 

between both the US and China with holding tension-ease relationship with 

North Korea. This realistic view that the small/middle power nation’s 

foreign policies is subject to the conditions set by the great powers. 

However, like Finland, this balanced foreign policy is a political 

consideration of the historical experience and international situation. It will 

be the way to survive for becoming more peaceful and developed South 

Korea. 

 Sixthly, there has been high level of economic dependence on China 

despite the military alliance and a friendly relation with the US is similar to 

the case of Finland. South Korea should maintain economic relations with 

China, looking at other options in Southeast Asia or India as potential 

economic partners, making economic equilibrium with the US with building 

a diplomatic trust rather than reducing trade or investment with China. So 
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the building sustainable trust among those neighbouring countries is so 

important, avoiding biased relationship with one certain country, which 

means South Korea needs to admit the existence of the superpower, should 

take advantage of its presence to satisfy both sides. Like Finland, Korea 

keeps their confidence and solidifies its position as a mediating nation 

between them as now we know that a balanced bandwagoning neutrality. 

 Lastly, now South Korea is at the most crucial time. While writing 

the paper, Northeast Asia is on the brink of peace, taking North Korea’s 

participation in the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics, and the inter-Korean 

summit, director of CIA visited North Korea, several high-level talks and 

letter delivery between South and North. And this moment, finally, until the 

date of the summit, Northeast Asia is facing a major stage of negotiation and 

cooperation in Northeast Asia, riding on the rapid current of peace. 

Therefore, balancing and flexible neutrality is a key point for South Korea 

to keep in mind. Also, the location of South Korea would be a symbolic 

between ideological blocs and the great powers. So this neutral stance of 

Korea would be the key factor why South Korea will be able to lead the 

multilateral security regime and mutual cooperation. 
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 Finally, there are some academic achievements by studying the 

Helsinki Process and Finnish foreign policy and applying them to the 

Korean Peninsula and other regions. During the research, I have learned a 

lot from many scholars and acknowledged many facts regarding the topic of 

my thesis. Furthermore, I sincerely hope for a realistic actualization of the 

roadmap for denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula soon and a new 

milestone for peace, co-existence and prosperity in Northeast Asia. We 

know that Germany and France have historically been enemies but through 

their cooperation in the context of European integration, their relationship 

has evolved into a different phase. So in the future, another researcher may 

work on the Seoul Process or the Panmunjom Process on the Korean 

Peninsula. I hope that time will come when we study foreign policy of the 

Republic of Korea as a success story of a peaceful and prosperous Korean 

Peninsula and a permanent peace settlement. 
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국문초록 
 

핀란드의 외교정책과 헬싱키프로세스 분석: 

동북아와 한반도에 가지는 시사점과 응용점 
 

서울대학교 국제대학원 

국제학과 국제협력전공 

한 창 희 
 

본 연구의 목적은 핀란드의 외교정책과 헬싱키 프로세스를 분석하고 그 

정책의 방향과 프로세스의 성공배경을 알아내고, 그것을 한반도의 현 

상황에 적용하려고 시도하는 것이다. 또한 헬싱키 프로세스에서 중요한 

역할을 한 핀란드의 외교정책의 시대적 변화와 그 원인과 배경을 

조사하고 현재와 미래의 대한민국 외교정책에 대한 함의와 응용 

가능성을 추론하는 것이다. 비슷하게도 한국과 핀란드가 역사적으로 

지역 강대국들 사이에서 수많은 침략을 겪으며 그들의 정복욕구에 맞서 

생존해왔다. 특히 핀란드는 국가 생존을 위해 구 소련(러시아)에 대해 

편승적 중립정책을 고수하였다. 이러한 핀란드의 외교정책이 한반도에 

시사하는 점이 크고 현재 한국이 중국과 미국의 지역 헤게모니를 

대면하는 상황과 유사하다고 볼 수 있다. 중립정책의 목표는 불리한 

지리적 위치를 극복하고, 안보 위협을 막고, 강대국의 침략과 간섭을 

피하는 것이다. 여기서 한국은 핀란드로부터 교훈을 얻고 나아가 헬싱키 

프로세스처럼 다자협력을 이끌어 낼 수도 있음을 함의한다. 결론적으로, 

북한문제, 실리외교, 안보 딜레마, 한반도의 영구적 평화와 안전을 

위해서는 균형 잡힌 편승적 외교정책을 채택해야 함을 강조한다. 

핀란드의 역사적 사례가 한국의 균형적 외교정책에 큰 시사점과 

응용가능성을 가지고 있음을 보여주고, 장기적인 관점에서 꼭 필요함을 

역설한다. 
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